Differential translation of two distinct preprosomatostatin messenger RNAs.
Somatostatin (SRIF) is a 14-amino acid peptide hormone that is present in pancreatic islets and the brain where it is synthesized as a larger precursor, preprosomatostatin. In pancreatic islets of the anglerfish (Lophius americanus), there are two separate precursors, preproSRIF I and preproSRIF II, which give rise to SRIF-14 or an N-terminally extended form SRIF-28, respectively. Significantly higher levels of preproSRIF I compared to preproSRIF II are synthesized in pancreatic islets. We show here that preproSRIF II mRNA possesses an eight-nucleotide repeat (CCAGCAGA) which is present three times in its 5'-noncoding region; this sequence is absent from preproSRIF I mRNA. Progressive deletion of these octameric repeats results in the concomitant enhancement of preproSRIF II mRNA translation in vitro. Furthermore, expression of native or 5'-truncated preproSRIF II mRNA in non-islet tissue culture cells, using a retroviral expression vector, gave identical results to those obtained in vitro, indicating that differential translation was a function of the mRNA rather than the translation system. We propose that the octameric repeat sequence, or a subset of it, is responsible for attenuation of preproSRIF II mRNA translation. Since the differential translation of preproSRIF II mRNA was reproduced in widely divergent systems, this suggests that our results are not related to islet cell gene expression per se. Rather, it is possible they have general significance in that the 5'-repeat sequences may be recognized by putative trans-acting factors involved in the translational regulation of protein synthesis.